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About This Game

Plunge into an incredible atmosphere of Super LoH (Layers of Horror) !
Explore fascinating levels full of various monsters and and make enough money so you can buy gorgeous hat!

 And don't forget to save a beautiful lady! Or to buy one. You don't want to kill all the monsters alone, do you?

Features:

  The boar

  +100 levels and more with every update!

  More than 20 types of monsters ready to kill you cruelly.

  Unique magic sticks available in the shop.

  Gorgeous hats!
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  Amazing soundtrack by Classican

  Cards and achievements!

The game will help you have fun while spending spare time you don't have
P.S. we have some badges for you
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Title: Super LOH
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
CharlieH
Publisher:
CharlieH
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2016
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super rugby log. super loh steam. super lohas kumamoto. super lohas osaka. super lohas nara. superman logo. super lohas hotel
tokyo. super lohas hotel akasaka. super lohas fukuoka. super lohas akasaka. super lohas hotel ikebukuro. super loh badge

not a bad game, have some issues but if you have the 90% coupon discount it's worth for the card drops but ,otherwise, i don't
think it is. A difficult short game where you shoot monsters and move on to next level. 9/10 great memes.. I don't know where
people get the idea that they should write a bad review about this game. I find it fun and highly addictive. Yes it is random every
time you play, but that's the whole point of where the fun is. If it were the same every time it would be very boring, requiring no
skill at all. I would rate this 9/10.. This is another great game that isn't worth buying.
If it was for free, I would give it a positive review.
There is a lot of better games with this gameplay.
Some parts of this game really seem unfinished.
Even the options of this game are just missing.. Graphics and music is nice but lacking much in gameplay. It looks like it had
potential, but it had no progression system, the game isn't rewarding, level difficulty is random, some are easy, but some are
incredibly hard to go through without a good weapon, which takes a while for you to actually buy one, gold isn't easily
obtainable. AI wasn't interesting, they merely walked around the level randomly.
The game could've been better if there were more things added and a better combat system.
though I bought the game with a 90% off coupon, I still feel it's not worth it.
But I am sure some of you might feel like the game has good graphics design and music, and I do have to agree. But the
gameplay simply make you feel like it should've been better.. Novelty and interesting for maybe ten minutes. Then it got boring,
and I realized it was a mistake to ever get this. It chooses a random level, and there are two difficulties: death in 2 seconds, and
grinding. The game\/menu mechanics are finnicky, and overall this game sucks. I would have stopped after 20 minutes, but I
needed the achievements\/card drops. Do yourself a favor, and don't buy this terrible game.. Waste of money:

- Unbalanced - you may enter a level and get attacked by a swarm of mobs with nowhere to hide
- Cannot switch off the annoying tune
- Loot can get stuck in walls
- Piles of gold with no use for them? Same goes for the chickens

Is this a BETA version?

+ You get Steam Cards
+ Easy achievements

p.s. Khernya!. pretty good game
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Кидание денег в подобные продукты делают меня Super LoH'ом :"D. lovely level and character design
+ the soundtrack is nice, but repeats quite fast
+ great variety of levels, but the difficulty is inconsistent (you should buy a better weapon fast)
+ easy achievements
- all enemies are braindead, just running around aimlessly
- no menu or settings, and escape key instantly exists the game

Overall, a decent roguelike with lots of potential for further development. The price of 0,99€ is fair. I got this game with a 90%
off coupon and paid 10 cents for it. But it actually is pretty fun. But after a hour of playing it will probably get boring though.

6/10. This game isn't actually complete, besides, the sarcastic way to say it doesnt have any kind of options, make me believe
that it was rushed out of the window, maybe, its better the developer actually try to finish it.. You run around and shoot
monsters.
The game levels are random.
Sometimes you start on really hard levels, others really easy, to get a streak you kind of just have to get lucky and not get the
super hard levels. Some of the levels are nearly impossible to beat, which makes the game a bit unfair.
I got all the achievements in it in about an hour.
6/10 Spooky
. I got this game with a 90% off coupon and paid 10 cents for it. But it actually is pretty fun. But after a hour of playing it will
probably get boring though.

6\/10. Great game xD
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